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Review: "Rice succeeds masterfully in blending horror and romance- Ramses is a fascinating character, heroic, yet tragically flawed by his human desires" (Atlanta Journal) "The re ...
The Mummy: Or Ramses the Damned
So what is the history of Smallpox? • The first known victim of smallpox was Pharaoh Ramses V of Egypt, who died in 1157BC and whose mummy still bears the scars of the disease. • When the ...
The story behind Smallpox
The mummy possibly belongs to Prince Pentewere, a son of the 20th Dynasty King Ramses III, who had been involved in a conspiracy against his father. “The gruesome mummy of Unknown Man E ...
A strange way to mummify: The mystery of Egypt's 'screaming mummy'
We know from a leather ornament in his bandages that he died in the reign of Ramesses XI ... Nesyamun is very important as the only Mummy to have been dated to this period, as well as explaining ...
Nesyamun - The Leeds Mummy
"In the gallery was the mummy of Ramses II... (Princess Margaret) closed her eyes and ran away – she couldn't stand" what she saw before her. The National Museum of Egyptian Civilisation was ...
March of the Mummies: Egypt readies for Pharaohs' Parade
Dr Sahar Saleem placing the mummy in the CT scanner (Credit ... have studied pharaohs from Hatshepsut, Tutankhamun and Ramesses III to Thutmose III and Rameses II. Yet Seqenenre appears to be the only ...
Ancient Pharaoh Died on the Battlefield, Study Finds
Nesyamun was an incense-bearer and scribe who lived during the reign of Ramses XI at the temple complex. Thousands of years later, he is the subject of a research project focused on his throat. His ...
The Mummy Speaks — With Help From a 3D-Printed Voice Box
and European scholars and enthusiasts flocked to see not only the pyramids at Giza but also the colossal Ramses II statues carved into the cliffs at Abu Simbel and the royal tombs in Luxor’s ...
Rule of the Pharaohs
If the mummy was royal, we would have requested that it be returned to Egypt, as was the case with Ramses I, which was in Atlanta and was returned in 2003. I don’t believe the Egyptian government ...
Polish scientists discover pregnant Egyptian mummy
Headspace analysis of ‘eau de mummy’ using gas chromatography mass spectrometry ... Henry Beechey assisted Belzoni in the ‘opening’ of the Great Temple of Ramesses II at Abu Simbel in 1817 and was ...
Mummies, magic and medicine in ancient Egypt: Multidisciplinary essays for Rosalie David
Another big draw is the Royal Mummy Room, which brings you face to face with several of the greatest of the pharaohs, including Seti I and Ramses II. Russia may be isolated from the artistic ...
Top Ten Museums
Stacker dove into film history to compile data on 50 films set in ancient times, an era which spans from the beginning of human history to the fall of the Roman Empire in the fifth century. To ...
50 movies set in ancient times
Alexia Khadime and Debbie Kurup - is about the rivalry between Moses and Ramses. A statement shared to the show's Twitter page read: 'In accordance with UK Government track and trace legislation ...
Prince of Egypt is forced to call off performances in the West End after positive Covid case after Hairspray was cancelled - amid theatre industry fury at packed stands at ...
Founded in around 1400 BC, the colossal complex was primarily built by two pharaohs, Amenhotep III and Ramesses II, but Tutankhamun and Alexander the Great are said to have also added to the ...
Treasures the ancient Egyptians left us
CT: Ha ha!! I must have told you the story of how two different psychics told me that I was the jewelry designer for the Pharoah Ramses ll in a previous life, and designed the famous “twin duck” arm ...
The Pharoah’s Designer: Carolyn Tyler visits Karats Vail
"People are becoming more interested in Physarum because it doesn't have a brain but it can still perform a lot of the behaviors that we associate with thinking, like solving mazes, learning new ...
Thinking without a brain
One of the world’s most fascinating cities, London is also one of the most culturally diverse. With a population greater than the combined populations of Paris and Rome, more than 300 languages ...
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